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ABSTRACT 
In 1987, I. Zaballa characterized the possible similarity classes of a square matrix 
with some prescribed rows. In 1988, the same author characterized the possible 
feedback equivalence classes of [ A B ], where A is a fixed square matrix and B varies. 
Firstly, in this paper, we observe that these results are equivalent, hat is, each one of 
them can be obtained as a corol]ary of the other. Then, we apply similar arguments o 
other inverse problems. In particular, we study the possible iuvariant polynomials and 
the possible characteristic pol)~omials of A + BX + YC, when X and Y vary, and we 
study the linear systems that can become completely observable with a suitable choice 
of linear state feedback control. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
From the study of f inite-dimensional l inear t ime-invariant systems of the 
form 
= ax( ) + = Cx( ) + (t) 
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where A • B :"x ' ,  B e E~xt, C e F ~x~, De  F sxt, Bc'e{R,C}, n > 0, s, 
t >/0, X is the state, ff is the input, and t/ is the output, arises the feedback 
equivalence relation that can be defined in an arbitrary field F as follows: 
Two matrices 
M= , M '= C' D ' '  (2)  
where A, A' • F n×~, B, B' • F "xt, C, C' • F sx', D, D' ~ F ,xt, are said 
to be feedback-equivalent if here exist nonsingular matrices 
0], (3) 
where N • F '~x', S • F sx~, Y • F "x~, V • F txn, T ~ F txt, such that 
M' = WMZ. For details, see [6] or any other book on linear systems. In order 
to avoid ambiguity, "n-feedback equivalence" will be used in place of 
"feedback equivalence." 
It is easy to see that two matrices M and M' of the forms (2) are 
n-feedback-equivalent if and only if the matrix pencils 
[ ] A B] 
xI ,_c  - A -D  B and -C '  -D '  
are strictly equivalent. Therefore, the equivalence classes for n-feedback 
equivalence are completely described by the Kronecker invariants for strict 
equivalence: invariant factors, infinite elementary divisors, and column- and 
row-minimal indices. (See [4] for details.) A normal form for n-feedback 
equivalence can be obtained from the Kronecker normal form for strict 
equivalence. Such a normal form was presented explicitly in [1, Lemma 2]. 
With the previous notation, when s = 0, n-feedback equivalence is also 
called block similarity or F-equivalence. In this case, the column-minimal 
indices of 
[x I , , -A  -B ]  (4) 
are also called the controllability indices of the pair (A, B). An explicit 
normal form for F-equivalence was presented in [8, Theorem 2.11]. When 
s = t = 0, n-feedback equivalence is similarity. 
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Feedback equivalence also arises from the study of the possible similarity 
classes of a matrix A ~ F "×", when all the entries of a submatrix are 
prescribed and all the other entries are unknown. A solution for this problem 
was given in [2, Theorem 2]. By simultaneous permutations of rows and 
columns, this problem can be reduced to the case where 
Aa,1 AI,z A1,3 AI,4]  
Az, 1 A2,2 A2,3 A2,4 ] A=IA3,, A3,2 Aa,a Aa,4 ' (5) 
[A4,1 A4,2 A4,3 A4,4 
AI, 1 ~ F mxm, A2, ~ ~ F pxp, Aa, a ~ F qxq, A4, 4 ~ F r×r, and the prescribed 
submatrix is 
Al I Al,a] 
A I, (6) 
In this situation, it can be proved that, if (6) and 
A' A' ] 1,1 1,3 
A' a' (7/ 2,1 2,3 
are m-feedback equivalent, then there exists a matrix of the form (5) similar 
to a matrix A' ~ F "×" if and only if there exists a matrix of the form (5), 
with blocks A i j replaced by A'~ j, similar to A'. (See [2].) Therefore, in order 
to solve the problem, the prescribed submatrix (6) can be replaced with its 
normal form for m-feedback equivalence, which simplifies the problem. See 
[5] for more results about related completion problems. 
Another motivation for this paper was a sequence of results obtained by I. 
Zaballa: 
(A) Assume that, in the problem of determining the possible similarity 
classes of a matrix (5), with a prescribed submatrix (6), p = 0 and r = 0. 
Assume that A1,1 ~ F mxm, A1, 3 E F qxq, and A' E F "×", n = m + q, are 
fixed. In [8, Theorem 5.1] was given a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of A3, 1 ~ F q×m and Az, 3 ~ F qxq such that 
A1,1 A1,3] 
A3,1 Az, z 
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is similar to A'. This condition depends on the invariant factors a l  . . . . .  a n of 
xI. -A '  and on the invariant factors /31 . . . . .  /3~ and the column-minimal 
indices /z I . . . . .  /zq of 
[ xlm - Al,l -A13 ]. 
Denote this condition by 
. . . . .  an ,  /31 . . . . .  /3m; . . . . .  Zq)"  
(B) Assume that A, A'  ~ F "×~ and B ~ F "×t are fixed. In [9, Theorem 
3.1] was given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
B'  E F TM such that [A'  B'] is n-feedback-equivalent to [A B]. 
(C) Assume that A, A' ~ F nxn and B ~ F TM are fixed. In [10, Theo- 
rem 2.6] was given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
X E F t×n such that A + BX is similar to A'. The problems (B) and (C) are 
equivalent. More precisely, there exists X E F txn such that A + BX is 
similar to A' if and only if there exists B' ~ F TM such that [A'  B'] is 
n-feedback equivalent to [A B ]. 
The theorem mentioned in (B) can be obtained as a corollary of the 
theorem mentioned in (A). Here it is a sketch of the proof. Let A, 
A' ~ F "×" and B ~ F nxt.  Let ~1 . . . . .  ~ be the invariant factors of xI, - 
A'. Let /31 . . . . .  /3n be the invariant factors, and let /z  1 . . . . .  /~t be the column 
minimal indices of (4). Throughout his paper, if a and /3 are polynomials, 
the symbols "a :>/3"  or "'/3 < :~" mean that c~ divides /3. For notational 
convenience, assume that the invariant factors and the column-minimal 
indices are ordered so that ~1 < : "'" < :an, /31 < "'" < :/3n,/xl >/ "'" >//zt" 
Let p = rank B. Then /3~-p+1 . . . . .  /3n = 1 and /xp+ 1 . . . . .  /x t = 0. 
Assume that the invariant factors are always monic. 
Suppose that there exists B'~ F nxt  such that [A'  B'] is n-feedback 
equivalent to [A B]. Let N ~ F n×~ and T ~ F txt  be nonsingular matrices 
such that 
NB'  = . (8 )  
Suppose that 
NA,N -1 = 
A1 1 AI,~] 
A2 1 A2,2]' 
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where A1, 1 E F ( ' -p)x(" -p) .  Then /31 . . . . .  /3._p are the invariant factors and 
/z 1 - 1 . . . . .  /xp - 1 are the column-minimal indices of 
[xIn-p - Al, l -A1,2] . (9) 
According to [8, Theorem 5.1], the condition 
W(a  1 . . . . .  a. ; /31 . . . . .  /3._p; tx 1 - 1 . . . . .  /xp - 1) (10) 
is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose that (10) is satisfied. It follows from (10) that 
deg(/31 "'" /3n-o) + (/zl  - 1) + ... +(/zp - 1) = n - p. Let [A l 1 A1 2], 
where A1,1 ~ J~("-P)×("-P), A1. 2 ~ F ('-p)×p, be a normal form: for 'F-  
equivalence, such that (9) has invariant factors /31 . . . . .  /3,_p and has a 
column-minimal indices /z 1 - 1 . . . . .  / zp -  1. (See [8, Theorem 2.11].) Ac- 
cording to [8, Theorem 5.1], there exist A2,1 ~ F p×("-p) and A2, 2 ~ F pxp 
such that xI, - A", where 
A" = [ A I ' I  A l '2]  
[A2,1 A2,2]'  
has invariant factors al ,  . . . ,  an, that is, A' and A" are similar. Let N ~ F "x" 
be a nonsingular matrix such that A'-NA" N-1.  On the other hand, 
[xI,, - A" -B" ] ,  
where 
[0 0] B" = F nxt 
Ip ~ ' 
has invariant factors /31 . . . . .  13, and column minimal indices /z 1 . . . . .  /zt, that 
is, [ A" B"] is F-equivalent (or n-feedback-equivalent) to [A B]. Then [A 
B ] is n-feedback-equivalent to 
N[A"  B" ] (N- I~ I t )=[A  ' NB" ] .  
We have proved that there exists B' ~ F "×t such that [A'  B']  is n- 
feedback-equivalent to [ A B ] if any only if (10) holds. This is the statement 
of Theorem 3.1 of [9]. 
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Alternatively, and with similar arguments, [8, Theorem 5.1] could be 
easily obtained from [9, Theorem 3.1]. 
2. COMPLETION OF AN ARBITRARY SUBMATRIX 
Now return to the problem of determining the possible similarity classes 
of (5), when (6) is prescribed. It was observed above that (6) can be replaced 
by any m-feedback-equivalent matrix. Therefore, it can be expected that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of (5), with (6) prescribed, 
similar to a fixed matrix A' ~ F nxn, depends on the Kronecker invariants of 
Xlm -- A1 1 -A I ,a ]  
_A2, l ' _A2,a] (11) 
and on the invariant factors of xI, -A ' .  Such a necessary and sufficient 
condition was obtained in [2, Theorem 2], assuming that F is infinite. 
Denote by 
T(a:  y; tz; u) 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of (5), with (6) pre- 
scribed, similar to A' ~ F n×", where a is the list of the homogeneous 
invariant factors of x I , -  A', y is the list of the homogeneous invariant 
factors, /z is the list of the column-minimal indices, and u is the list of the 
row-minimal indices of (11). 
From now on, let A, A' ~ F nxn, B ~ F nxt, C E F sx", Let oq < : -.. <:  
a ,  be the homogeneous invariant factors of xI, -A ' .  Let Yl <: " "  < :Y~ 
be the homogeneous invariant factors, /x 2/> "-" >//z, +t-w be the column- 
minimal indices, v 1 t> ... >~ ~n+s-~ be the row-minimal indices of 
,]0 
We assume that the homogeneous invariant factors are polynomials in the 
indeterminates x, y and that the infinite elementary divisors are powers of y. 
Let u be the number of nonzero column-minimal indices, v be the number 
of nonzero row-minimal indices, and z be the number of infinite elementary 
divisors of (12). Bearing in mind the normal form for n-feedback equivalence 
[1, Lemma2], we see that w = n + z, rank B = u + z, rank C = v + z, and 
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all the infinite elementary divisors of (19.) have degree >/2. Let 
8i gut_c~,~&, y2,,1 i ~ {1 . . . . .  w}. (13) 
THEOREM 1. There exist B' ~ F nxt, C' E F ~xn such that 
[A' A B] (14) 
c ,  Bo ' land[c  
are n-feedback-equivalent if and only if 
T(a  I . . . . .  an; ,51 . . . . .  8w_u_,_2:; tX x -- 1 . . . . .  #u -- 1; v 1 -- 1 . . . . .  V, -- 1). 
(15) 
Proof. Suppose that there exist B' ~ F nxt and C' ~ F ~x" such that 
the matrices (14) are n-feedback-equivalent. Let N ~ F "×", T ~ F t×t be 
nonsingular matrices uch that (8) holds. Suppose that 
D1,1 D1,2], C,,N-1 NA'N-'=-tD2,, D 2J =[D3, D3 ], 
where D1.1 ~ F (n-p)x(n-p), D3,1F ~×("-p). It is not hard to find nonsingular 
matrices S ~ F sxs and 
Rl 1 0 ] F "x~ 
R R~ 1 B2,2 
where R1, ~ ~ F ("-p)×("-p), such that 
s[D3,1 D3,~]R=[D'3,1 D'3,2], 
where 
O] FSXp 
I~ ~ 
238 
r = rank Da,2, p = rank[Da, 1
is n-feedback-equivalent to 
(R-XN* s) c' 
The matrix (16) has the form 
Da, ~ ] - r. Then 
iC '  0 
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B,] 
0 (N-1R ~ T)(In • R~,~ • I,_p). (16) 
-Al, 1 A1, 2 A1, a A1, 4 0 0 O - 
A2.1 Az, 2 A2, a Az, 4 0 0 0 
A3,1 A3, 2 A3, 3 A3, 4 Iq 0 0 
A4,1 A4,~ A4,a A4.4 0 I r 0 
0 Ip 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I~ 0 0 0 
F ("+°×("+°, (17) 
where q = p - r, AI, 1 ~ F mxm, 
F q×q, A4, 4 ~ F r×r. Let 
1,1 1,3 F(n_p)×(n_p_r) ' 
A' A' 2,1 2,3 
where A'I, 1 ~ F mxm, be the normal form, for m-feedback equivalence, of 
[&l A13] 
Ae,1 A2,3 ] . (18) 
It is not hard to see that (17) is n-feedback-equivalent to 
m- - -n -p - -p ,  A2, ~ ~F  p×p, Az, 3 
-A'1,1 0 A'I,s 0 0 0 0-  
A'2, 1 0 A'2, 3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Iq 0 0 
o o o o o I r o 
0 Ip 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o o L o o o 
(19) 
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The normal form, for n-feedback equivalence, of (17) can be obtained by 
performing, in (19), adequate permutations of rows and columns that corre- 
spond to n-feedback-equivalence transformations. (See [1, Lemma 2].) This 
normal form shows that the homogeneous invariant factors of (11) are 
31 . . . . .  ~w-p-q-2r, the column-minimal indices o f ( l l )a re  ~1 - 1 . . . . .  /~u - 
1, and the row-minimal indices of (11) are u 1 - 1 . . . . .  ~ - 1. Note that 
t . . . . .  p + q + 2r=u + v + 2z. Notethat A lsslmdarto[Ai.j],~, J {1,2,3,4}. 
Bearing in mind how T was defined, the condition (15) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose that (15) is satisfied. Let r be the number of infinite 
elementary divisors of degree 2 of (12). Let m = n - u - v - 2 z + r. Let 
AI,1 AI,a ] ~ F(n-u-z)x(n-v-z~, 
A2.1 A2,a 
where A1,1 ~ FmXm, be a normal form, for m-feedback equivalence, such 
that (11) has homogeneous invariant factors 31 . . . . .  ~w-u-~-2z, has column- 
minimal indices /x 1 -1  . . . . .  /~u-  1 and has row-minimal indices u 1 - 
1 . . . . .  u~ - 1. Bearing in mind how T was defined, there exists a matrix 
A,, = 
AI,1 A1.2 A1,3 A1.4 1 
A2.1 Az.2 A2,3 A2,4 /
A3.1 A3.2 A3.3 A3,4| 
A4,1 A4,2 A4,3 A4,4J 
similar to A', where A2. ~ ~- F pxp, p : 19 4- Z -- r, Aa, 3 ~ F qxq, q = u + z 
- -  r ' ,  A4, 4 ~ F rxr. Now consider the matrix (17) and partition it as follows: 
A" B" 1 
c" 0 ] (20) 
It is not hard to see that (17) is n-feedback equivalent to the matrix obtained 
from (19) by replacing the blocks A'~ j by A i j, i ~ {1, 2}, j ~ {1, 3}. The 
normal form, for n-feedback equivalence, of tlais matrix can be obtained by 
performing adequate permutations of rows and columns that correspond to 
n-feedback-equivalence transformations. This normal form shows that 
[ xI, - A" - B" ] 
- C"  0 
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has homoegneous invariant factors Yl . . . . .  Yw, has column-minimal indices 
tz 1 >t ... >~ IZ,+e_ ~, and has row-minimal indices v 1 >~ ... >~ v,+s_ w. That 
is, (20) is n-feedback equivalent to 
As A' and A" are similar, there exists a nonsingular matrix N ~ F "x" such 
that A' = NA" N -1. Then (21) is n-feedback-equivalent to 
[A B]( [ A 
(N  • Is) C" 0 N-1 ~ It) = C"N -~ 0 " 
REMARK. Alternatively, if we had a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of B' and C' such that the matrices (14) were n-feedback- 
equivalent, then we could obtain, using similar arguments, an associated 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of (5), with (6) prescribed, 
similar to A'. 
THEOREM 2. There exist X ~ F t×", Y E F ~x~ such that A + BX + YC 
is similar to A' i f  and only i f  there exist B'  ~ F "x t C'  ~ F TM"  such that the 
matrices (14) are n-feedback-equivalent i f  and only i f  the condition (15) is 
satisfied. 
Proof. Supposethatthereexist X ~ Ft×n, y E F n×s suehthat A +BX + 
YC is similar to A'. Let N ~ F "×" be a nonsingular matrix such that 
A' = N(A  + BX + YC)N -1. Then (21) is n-feedback equivalent to 
[0 0 1[ XN- I  It 1 " I~ CN-  
Conversely, suppose that there exist B'  ~ F nxt, C' ~ F sxn such that the 
matrices (14) are n-feedback equivalent. Let W and Z be nonsingular 
matrices of the forms (3) such that 
Then 
A'=N[  A + B(VN)  + ( N -1U)C]N -1. • 
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The following theorem describes the possible characteristic polynomials 
of a matrix when an arbitrary submatrix is prescribed, assuming that F is 
infinite. 
THEOREM 3 [2, Theorem 4]. Suppose that F is infinite. Let A1. t ~ Fmx m, 
A1. 3 E F re×q, A2, 1 E F pxm, A2, 3 E F pxq, n = m + p + q + r, r >10. Let 
f ~ F[x] be a monic polynomial of degree n. Let fll <: "'" <:/3w be the 
invariant factors of (11). 
I f  w - m + r 4~ O, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a 3) There exists a matrix of the form (5) with characteristic polynomial f . 
(b3) flw-m+r÷l "'" flw divides f .  (We make the convention that 
~w-m+r÷l  "'" [~w -~" 1 when m <~ r.) 
I fw  - m + r = 0, then (a 3) is equivalent to 
(b~) There exists g ~ F[ x] such that fll "'" flwg divides f and deg( fll "'" 
[3 w g) = m + p - ~, where E is the sum of the column-minimal indices of 
(11). 
From Theorem 3, using the arguments of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 
2, with the necessary changes, one can deduce the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that F is infinite. Let A ~ F ~×n, B ~ F "×t, 
C ~ F s×". Let f  E F[ x] be a monic polynomial of degree n. Let ~1 <:""  <:  
flw be the invariant factors of (12). 
I f  w ~ n, then the following co~wlitions are equivalent: 
(a 4) There exist X ~ F txn, Y ~ F "x' such that A + BX + YC has char- 
acteristic polynomial f .
(b 4) There exist A' ~ F ~x~, B' ~ F TM, C' E F sxn such that the matri- 
ces (14) are n-feedback-equivalent a d A' has characteristic polynomial f .
(c4) flw-,,+l "'" fl~ divides f .  
•fw 
(c'~) 
/3wg)  = 
= n, then (a 4) and (b 4) are equivalent to 
There exists g ~ F[ x ] such that ~1 "'" ~w g divides f and deg( fll "'" 
n - E, where ~ is the sum of the column-minimal indices of (12). 
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4. 
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AN APPLICATION TO SYSTEM THEORY 
Now return to finite-dimensional linear time-invariant systems (1). It is 
well known that a system 
2(T) = ax(T ) ,  ~(~) = Cx(~)  
is completely observable if and only if 
has all its invariant factors equal to 1. Analogously, a system 
2( , )  = AX( , )  + B~(~) 
is completely controllable if and only if 
[xt. - A -B ]  (23) 
has all its invariant factors equal to 1. 
In a general field F, if all the invariant factors of (22) are equal to 1, we 
shall say that the pair (A, C) is completely observable and, if all the invariant 
factors of (23) are equal to 1, we shall say that the pair (A, B) is completely 
controllable. Therefore, ( A, C) is completely observable if and only if ( A t, C t ) 
is completely controllable. 
THEOREM 5 [7, Theorem 1]. Let At, 1 e F mxm, At, z e F mxn, Aa, a 
F mxt, A2, 2 ~- F pxp, A2, 3 ~ F pxt, m, p,t  > O. There exists Az. x ~ F pxm 
such that 
I A2.3] 
is completely controllable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i5) (A1, l, [ Al. z A1, 3])/s completely controllable; 
(ii 5) The pencil 
-a12 -A13] 
xIp - A2, 2 _A2, 3 j (25) 
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has at least one infinite elementary divisor, and the number of its infinite 
elementary divisors is greater than or equal to the number of its invariant 
factors different from 1. 
COROLLARY 6. Let AI, 2 ~ F raxp, A1, 3 ~ F mxt, A2, 2 ~ F pxp, A2, 3 
F pxt, m, p, t > O. There existA1, 1 ~ F rex", A2,1 ~ F r×m such that (24) is 
completely controllable if and only if (ii 5)/s satisfied. 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 5. Conversely, 
suppose that (ii~) is satisfied. As (25) has at least one infinite elementary 
divisor, [A1, 2 AI, 3] ~ 0. It is not hard to find A1, z ~ F mxm such that (i s) is 
satisfied. According to Theorem 5, there exists As, 1 ~ Fpx m such that (24) is 
completely controllable. • 
COROLLARY 7. l_z,t A1,1 ~ F m×m, A1. 2 ~ F ~×p, Aa, 1 ~ F ~×m, A3, ~ 
F sxp, m, p, t > O. ThereexistA2.1 ~ F p×m, A2, 2 E F p×p suchthat 
[A1,1 At 
is completely observable if and only if the pencil 
XIr. -- A1. x -A1 ,2 ]  
-A3.1 -A3.z] 
has at least one infinite elementary divisor and the number of its infinite 
elementary divisors is greater than or equal to the number of its invariant 
factors different from 1. 
Proof. It is trivial, bearing in mind the algebraic equivalence between 
complete controllability and complete observability. • 
REMAaK. Note that Corollary 7 is true even if m = 0. In this case, there 
exists A~, 2 such that (Az,~, Az, 3) is completely observable if and only if 
A3, 2 ~ O. The pencil -Aa. 3 has rank A2, 3 infinite elementary divisors and 
does not have invariant factors different from 1. 
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Suppose that, in (1), D = 0. The next theorem studies the existence of a 
state feedback control ~(~')= XX(r) such that (1) becomes completely 
observable. 
THEOREM 8. Let A ~ F ~xn, B ~ F nxt, C ~ F ~xn. There exists X 
F txn such that (A + BX, C) is completely observable if and only if one, at 
least, of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i s) ( A, C) is completely observable. 
(ii s) The pencil (12) has at least one infinite elementary divisor, and the 
number of its infinite elementary divisors is greater than or equal to the 
number of its invariant factors different from 1. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists X ~ Ftx" such that (A + BX, C) is 
completely observable and that (A,C)  is not completely observable. Let 
p = rank B > O. I~t N ~ F nxn, T ~ F txt, be nonsingular matrices such 
that 
0] 
NBT = 0 " 
Then 
xI"-° - A1'1 -A1'2 1 
(N~Is ) [x I ' -A -BX]N- I=  I -A2,1 x lp -Az ,z  
-C  [ -A3,1 -A3,2 J/ 
has all its invariant factors equal to 1. Using normal forms for feedback 
equivalence, as in the proof of Theorem 1, it can be deduced that (12) and 
xI,_p - A1,1 -A1,2] 
-A3,1 -Aa,2] 
have the same invariant factors different from 1 and have the same number 
of infinite elementary divisors. According to Corollary 7, (ii s) is satisfied. 
The converse can be proved with similar arguments. • 
! would like to thank Helena Cardoso for carefully reading a previous 
version of this paper. 
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